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Abstract

Coastal wave propagation and transformation are complicated due to the significant varia-
tions of water depth and irregular coastlines, which are typically present at the Norwegian
fjords. A potential flow model provides phase-resolved solutions with low demands on com-
putational resources. Many potential flow models are developed for offshore waves and lack of
numerical treatments of coastal conditions. In the presented work, several modifications are
introduced to a fully nonlinear potential flow model with a σ-grid for the purpose of coastal
wave modelling: Shallow water breaking criteria are included in addition to deepwater break-
ing algorithms to approximate breaking waves over a complete range of water depth. A new
coastline algorithm is introduced to detect complex coastlines and ensure robust simulations
near the coast. The algorithm is compatible with structured grid arrangement in the hor-
izontal plane and allows for high-order discretisation schemes for the free surface boundary
conditions for an accurate representation of complex free surfaces. A parallelised solver for
the Laplace equation is utilised to ensure fast simulations for large domains with multi-core
infrastructures.

The proposed model is validated against theories and experiments for various two- and
three-dimensional nonlinear wave propagation and transformation cases that represent typical
coastal conditions. The simulations show a good representation of nonlinear waves, and the
results compare well with experiments. Furthermore, two large-scale engineering scenarios are
simulated, where the applicability of the coastline algorithm and the parallel commutation
capability of the model are demonstrated.
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1 Introduction1

The correct prediction of the wave environment is important for coastal activities such as2

infrastructure design, aquaculture activities and renewable energy facilities. In comparison3

to offshore wave fields, more complicated wave transformations take place in the coastal4

area due to bottom topography variations and irregular coastline geometries. The varying5

bathymetry influences the local wave height, either increasing it due to shoaling or reducing6

it due to breaking. Varying coastlines change the pattern of the wave energy propagation,7

either diverging the direction due to refraction and diffraction or inverting the direction due8

to reflection. All the complexity from wave transformations together with non-linear wave-9

wave interaction create an inhomogeneous wave field. As a result, a slight change of input10

wave height or direction leads to significant changes in local wave conditions. Therefore, it is11

important to examine a large area of the coastal region covering all relevant topography when12

efforts are made to analyse local design conditions.13

It is challenging to model coastal waves with complicated irregular boundaries. Especially14

along the Norwegian coast, the water depth varies significantly within a short horizontal dis-15

tance, usually one characteristic wavelength. The scattered archipelagos outside the fjords and16

the deep channels leading the swell into the fjords create strong diffraction and complicated17

wave-wave interactions. Widely used spectral wave models such as MIKE 21 SW (Warren18

and Bach, 1992) and Simulating Waves Nearshore (SWAN) (Booij et al., 1999) are capable19

of providing information about the wave energy distribution. However, their phase-averaging20

approach has a limited capacity to represent some of the nonlinear phenomena such as strong21

diffraction and reflection (Thomas and Dwarakish, 2015). Phased-resolved models are needed22

to represent wave diffraction around large obstacles.23

Since the coastal waters are typically shallow in most of the coastal regions around the24

world, various phase-resolved shallow water equation models have been developed. Mild-slope25

assumptions have been adopted and successfully used to study various coastal wave processes26

such as wave-current interaction (Chen et al., 2005). The significant water depth changes27

within one characteristic wavelength in the Norwegian fjords do not fulfil such assumptions.28

Boussinesq-type models (Madsen et al., 1991; Madsen and Sørensen, 1992; Nwogu, 1993) are29

also efficient coastal wave modelling alternatives and continuous efforts have been made to30

represent the dispersion relation more accurately in a deeper water condition by increasing the31

order of the Boussinesq dispersive terms. Wei et al. (1995) improved the dispersion relation32

for deeper water and enabled the model for strong non-linear interaction. This development33

was then incorporated into the wave model FUNWAVE (Kirby et al., 1998). Shi et al. (2012)34

used FUNWAVE to simulate the three-dimensional (3D) solitary wave run-up on a shelf with35

a conical island and achieved good agreement with the experiment by Lynett et al. (2011).36

Madsen and Schäffer (1998) achieved high dispersion accuracy up to dimensionless water depth37

to wavelength ratio kh = 6 (k is wave number, h is still water depth) with their high-order38

derivations. Similarly, a fourth-order polynomial is used in the model developed by Gobbi39
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et al. (2000) and a faithful representation of the linear dispersion is achieved up to kh = 6.40

These methods result in up to fifth-order spatial derivatives in an extremely complex equation41

system, which influences the numerical instability. In addition, kh = 6 is not enough for42

many engineering applications in deepwater regions. Madsen et al. (2002) applied finite series43

expansions from an arbitrary z-level involving up to fifth-derivative operators and managed to44

represent the dispersion relation accurately up to kh = 40. This multiple expansion, however,45

results in a large set of equations and more unknowns.46

Taking a different approach, Lynett and Liu (2004) divided the vertical water column into47

a finite number of layers with quadratic polynomials and match them at the interfaces. This48

multi-layer approach shows an excellent representation of linear dispersive properties up to49

kh = 8 with two layers. Further development has been presented to approximate the vertical50

gradient of the non-hydrostatic pressure with fewer vertical layers in deepwater (Stelling and51

Duinmeijer, 2003; Zijlema and Stelling, 2005, 2008; Zijlema et al., 2011). According to the52

reported research, the flow information in the vertical direction is sufficiently resolved with53

2-3 layers in relatively deepwater conditions. However, the increase of vertical layers leads54

to a significant increase in computational costs. Monteban (2016) reported that a two-layer55

configuration results in about 10 times the computational cost in comparison to a one-layer56

arrangement.57

Jeschke et al. (2017) presented an approach for non-hydrostatic shallow water models by58

introducing a quadratic pressure assumption. In this way, the model can achieve a good59

equivalence to a second-order Boussinesq model (Jeschke et al., 2017) while avoiding the60

numerical instabilities due to higher-order terms in a Boussinesq-type model and the increased61

computational costs from a larger number of vertical layers in a multi-layer non-hydrostatic62

model. The effectiveness of such a method for simulating wave propagation over varying63

bathymetry is also shown by Wang et al. (2020). In spite of the efforts in improving the64

vertical dispersion relation in shallow water equations using different methodologies, the water65

depth still limits the validity and applicability of such models. Other approaches based on66

classic Korteweg–de Vries (KdV)-type equations and the Hamiltonian structure of gravity67

surface waves are also explored (van Groesen et al., 2010; van Groesen and Andonowati,68

2007), the resulting models are able to simulate long and short crested coastal waves over69

varying topography of large water depth variations.70

The aforementioned numerical models are derived from the shallow water equations and71

utilise various techniques to improve the representation of dispersion relations in intermedi-72

ate to deepwater conditions. Another approach for simulating wave propagation in deepwater73

conditions in a computationally efficient manner is the use of the potential flow theory. Poten-74

tial flow models usually solve the Laplace equation together with the kinematic and dynamics75

free surface boundary conditions and the boundary condition at the seabed. One of the most76

used potential flow modelling techniques is the boundary element method (BEM). Grilli et al.77

(1994) introduced a BEM model for wave shoaling over a slope. After a continuous develop-78

ment of the model (Grilli and Subramanya, 1996; Grilli and Horrillo, 1997), a fully non-linear79

model for three-dimensional wave propagation over arbitrary bottoms was presented and80

a severe breaking wave was investigated (Grilli et al., 2001). In recent developments, ro-81

bust spilling breaker models have also been developed for complex surf zone dynamics (Grilli82

et al., 2020a,b). BEM methods are computationally efficient but mathematically demanding.83

The fully populated unsymmetrical matrix in a BEM model makes it difficult to implement84

high-order numerical schemes and parallel computation techniques. Therefore, the method is85
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sufficient for small domain analyses but not optimal for large-scale engineering applications.86

Li and Fleming (1997) presented a three dimensional fully nonlinear potential flow model87

with a low-order finite difference method and a multi-grid solver. The model is able to sim-88

ulate nonlinear wave phenomena over a nearly complete range of water depth, however, it89

lacks the capacity of representing breaking waves. Based on the method, Bingham and Zhang90

(2007) applied higher-order numerical schemes which further improved the model’s ability for91

representing waves of increasing nonlinearity with increasing accuracy. In a further devel-92

opment, Engsig-Karup et al. (2009) introduced the general-purpose fully nonlinear potential93

flow model OceanWave3D. The model is capable of simulating different wave transformations,94

including wave breaking. In addition, a GPU-accelerated version of OceanWave3D was devel-95

oped (Engsig-Karup et al., 2012; Glimberg et al., 2013, 2019), which dramatically improved96

the computational efficiency of the model. An adaptive curvilinear grid is introduced, which97

offers flexibility with regard to coastal geometry. However, increasingly complex coastline98

geometries make curvilinear grid generation difficult and more time-consuming.99

A different technique to solve for the velocity potential is the high-order spectral (HOS)100

method, where the Laplace equation is solved analytically in the volume beforehand. Hence,101

only the free surface boundary conditions need to be time-integrated, so that fewer compu-102

tational resources are required. In addition, the use of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) further103

increases computational efficiency. Following this methodology, several HOS models have104

been developed, such as HOS-NWT and HOS-Ocean (Ducrozet et al., 2012; Bonnefoy et al.,105

2006a,b). The models are highly effective for large-scale wave modelling in constant water106

depth. However, simple analytical solutions to the Laplace equation exist only for constant107

water depth (cosh-functions), but not for more complex bathymetries and boundary condi-108

tions. Further, certain periodic boundary conditions are required in order to efficiently apply109

FFT (Fructus et al., 2005). These limitations make the HOS method difficult to use for prac-110

tical coastal engineering applications with irregularly varying bottom topography. In more111

recent efforts, a Chebyshev polynomial is used to represent the velocity potential in the verti-112

cal direction (Raoult et al., 2016; Yates and Benoit, 2015), which leads to the development of113

Whisper3D. The model shows more flexibility with respect to irregular topography as well as114

nonlinear steep and breaking waves (Zhang et al., 2019; Simon et al., 2019). Both Whisper3D115

and OceanWave3D show the potential for coastal wave modelling with significant wave depth116

changes. However, an efficient coastline algorithm is needed in order to identify wet and dry117

cells and to represent the coastline geometry in sufficient detail.118

The complex shorelines as well as breaking wave kinematics can be represented in 3D119

non-hydrostatic models. In this approach, the pressure is decomposed into hydrostatic and120

non-hydrostatic components. Stansby and Zhou (1998) and Zhou and Stansby (1999) used the121

non-hydrostatic approach to solve the 3D non-hydrostatic Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes122

(RANS) equations with a surface and bottom following a σ-coordinate grid in the vertical123

direction and a Cartesian grid in the horizontal direction. The non-hydrostatic pressure is124

solved from the Poisson equation using a conjugate gradient method. The model represents125

the free surface with a single-valued function. Here, the free surface is the upper boundary of126

the computational domain with appropriate dynamic boundary conditions on normal and tan-127

gential stresses at the top and bottom interfaces. Based on the methodology, Ma et al. (2012)128

presented the numerical model NHWAVE. The model represents highly nonlinear waves and129

features a shoreline algorithm. A wetting-drying algorithm is applied to detect the shoreline130

position based on a water depth threshold. The normal fluxes at cell faces are set to zero131
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for dry cells. Though the single-valued approach does not allow for a geometric representa-132

tion of an overturning wave breaker, many developments have demonstrated comprehensive133

wave breaking onset criteria and algorithms that represent the energy transformation during134

wave breaking both in deepwater and the surface zone (Derakhti et al., 2016a,b,c). Lately,135

a unified breaking onset criterion for surface gravity water waves in arbitrary water depth is136

summarised by Derakhti et al. (2020).137

As discussed, shallow-water equation-based numerical wave models excel at coastal wave138

modelling in shallow to intermediate water depth but require special attention when the water139

depth becomes too large. Potential flow numerical models are ideal for deepwater wave prop-140

agation but special techniques are needed when varying bathymetry and coastlines influence141

the wave field. The 3D non-hydrostatic models offer breaking and coastline algorithms but142

are used mostly for domains of a limited extent (Grilli et al., 2020b). In order to model large-143

scale wave propagation along the Norwegian coast with significant water depth variations and144

complicated shorelines, a fast numerical model with combined features is needed.145

In the presented manuscript, the fully nonlinear potential flow model REEF3D::FNPF146

(Bihs et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2019) is modified and adapted so that it is dedicated to coastal147

wave modelling in a complex coastal topographic environment. Developed as part of the148

open-source hydrodynamic framework REEF3D (Bihs et al., 2016), the model inherits the ef-149

ficient grid generation, versatile wave generation, high-order discretisation schemes for the free150

surface boundary conditions and parallel computation capacity from the framework. Those151

numerical implementations have been shown to be robust and efficient by various applica-152

tions with REEF3D::CFD. For example, three-dimensional breaking wave interaction with a153

vertical surface-piercing cylinder have been investigated and validated in terms of free surface154

elevation, wave forces, as well as velocity fields (Alagan Chella et al., 2017; Kamath et al.,155

2016) using REEF3D::CFD. Breaking wave interaction with multiple objects (Alagan Chella156

et al., 2019), complex structures (Aggarwal et al., 2020) and irregular breaking wave interac-157

tion with a mono-pile (Aggarwal et al., 2019) were also studied and validated. Furthermore,158

a wide range of applications and engineering scenarios have been reported using the model,159

including sediment transport and scour (Ahmad et al., 2019, 2020), floating structures and160

mooring (Martin et al., 2020) and porous coastal structure design (Sasikumar et al., 2020).161

The different modules within the REEF3D framework have also been inter-compared and162

consistent results have been shown for several benchmarks (Wang et al., 2020). Specifically,163

the convective terms in the free surface boundary conditions are discretised with the 5th-order164

WENO scheme (Jiang and Shu, 1996) and the temporal terms are treated with the 3rd-order165

Runge-Kutta scheme (Shu and Osher, 1988). Parallel computation using message passing166

interface (MPI) and hypre’s efficient parallelised geometric multi-grid solver for the Laplace167

equation enable fast simulations for large domains both with single-core and multi-core infras-168

tructure. A σ-coordinate system (Engsig-Karup et al., 2009) is adopted so that the vertical169

grids follow the variations of the bottom topography. Various wave generation methods are170

implemented to maximise the flexibility, including a relaxation method, a Neumann boundary171

and the ability to include wave-maker signals.172

The proposed model combines proven breaking wave algorithms with an innovative coast-173

line algorithm in a computationally efficient potential flow code. The combined breaking wave174

algorithms detect the wave breaking events and approximate the wave energy dissipation due175

to wave breaking consistently over the complete range of water depths. Both a depth-based176

criterion (Smit et al., 2013; Zijlema et al., 2011) and a steepness-based criterion (Baquet177
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et al., 2017) are used to determine wave breaking both in the shallow water region and the178

deepwater region. When wave breaking is detected, a filtering algorithm (Jensen et al., 1999)179

and an artificial viscous damping algorithm (Baquet et al., 2017) are used separately or in180

combination to dissipate wave energy. The coastline algorithm includes complicated coast-181

lines effectively without changing the structured grid arrangement in the horizontal plane.182

In contrast to the curvilinear approach and multi-block methods (Engsig-Karup et al., 2009,183

2012; Glimberg et al., 2013, 2019), the proposed algorithm is universally applicable instead of184

being case-dependent and does not require local grid refinement along the coastline. Relax-185

ation zones are then arranged along the detected coastlines in order to reduce the numerical186

instability in the swash zone and customise the reflection properties of the coasts.187

The manuscript is organised as follows: The governing equations, the discretisation schemes188

for the free surface boundary conditions, the breaking wave algorithms and coastline al-189

gorithms are elaborated in section 2. Validations for several different scenarios of two-190

dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) nonlinear wave propagation and transforma-191

tion are presented in section 3. Then the model is used for large-scale applications to analyse192

the wave conditions at a Norwegian harbour and a fish farm site in section 4. In the end,193

conclusions and outlooks of the proposed model are summarised in section 5.194

2 Numerical model195

2.1 Governing equations196

The governing equation for the proposed fully nonlinear potential flow model is the Laplace197

equation:198

∂2φ

∂x2
+
∂2φ

∂y2
+
∂2φ

∂z2
= 0. (1)

Boundary conditions are required to solve for the velocity potential φ from this elliptic199

equation, specifically at the free surface and at the bed. The fluid particles at the free surface200

should remain at the surface where the pressure in the fluid should be equal to the atmospheric201

pressure. These conditions must be fulfilled at all times and they form the kinematic and202

dynamic boundary conditions at the free surface respectively:203

∂η

∂t
=− ∂η

∂x

∂φ̃

∂x
− ∂η

∂y

∂φ̃

∂y
+ w̃

(
1 +

(
∂η

∂x

)2

+

(
∂η

∂y

)2
)
, (2)

∂φ̃

∂t
=− 1

2

(∂φ̃
∂x

)2

+

(
∂φ̃

∂y

)2

− w̃2

(
1 +

(
∂η

∂x

)2

+

(
∂η

∂y

)2
)− gη, (3)

where η is the free surface elevation, φ̃ = φ(x, η, t) is the velocity potential at the free sur-204

face, x = (x, y) represents the location at the horizontal plane and w̃ is the vertical velocity205

at the free surface.206

207
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At the bottom, the component of the velocity normal to the boundary must be zero at208

all times since the fluid particle cannot penetrate the solid boundary. This gives the bottom209

boundary condition:210

∂φ

∂z
+
∂h

∂x

∂φ

∂x
+
∂h

∂y

∂φ

∂y
= 0, z = −h, (4)

where h = h(x) is the water depth measured from the still water level to the seabed.211

212

The Laplace equation, together with the boundary conditions are solved on a σ-coordinate213

system. The σ-coordinate system follows the water depth changes and offers flexibility for214

irregular boundaries. The transformation from a Cartesian grid to a σ-coordinate is expressed215

as follows:216

σ =
z + h (x)

η(x, t) + h(x)
. (5)

The velocity potential after the σ-coordinate transformation is denoted as Φ. The bound-217

ary conditions and the governing equation in σ-coordinates are then written in the following218

format:219

Φ = φ̃ , σ = 1; (6)

∂2Φ

∂x2
+
∂2Φ

∂y2
+

(
∂2σ

∂x2
+
∂2σ

∂y2

)
∂Φ

∂σ
+ 2

(
∂σ

∂x

∂

∂x

(
∂Φ

∂σ

)
+

∂σ

∂y

∂

∂y

(
∂Φ

∂σ

))
+

((
∂σ

∂x

)2

+

(
∂σ

∂y

)2

+

(
∂σ

∂z

)2
)
∂2Φ

∂σ2
= 0 , 0 ≤ σ < 1;

(7)

(
∂σ

∂z
+
∂h

∂x

∂σ

∂x
+
∂h

∂y

∂σ

∂y

)
∂Φ

∂σ
+
∂h

∂x

∂Φ

∂x
+
∂h

∂y

∂Φ

∂y
= 0 , σ = 0. (8)

Once the velocity potential Φ is obtained in the σ-domain, the velocities can be calculated220

as follows:221

u (x, z) =
∂Φ (x, z)

∂x
=
∂Φ (x, σ)

∂x
+
∂σ

∂x

∂Φ (x, σ)

∂σ
, (9)

v (x, z) =
∂Φ (x, z)

∂y
=
∂Φ (x, σ)

∂y
+
∂σ

∂y

∂Φ (x, σ)

∂σ
, (10)

w (x, z) =
∂Φ (x, z)

∂z
=
∂σ

∂z

∂Φ (x, σ)

∂σ
. (11)

The Laplace equation is discretized using second-order central differences and solved using222

a parallelized geometric multigrid preconditioned conjugate gradient solver provided by the223

hypre library (van der Vorst, 1992).224

225

The gradient terms of the free-surface boundary conditions are discretized with the 5th-226

order Hamilton-Jacobi version of the weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) scheme227
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(Jiang and Shu, 1996). The implementation of the WENO scheme in the presented model is228

described in the Appendix.229

For time treatment, a 3rd-order accurate total variation diminishing (TVD) Runge-Kutta230

scheme (Shu and Osher, 1988) is used. Adaptive time-stepping is used by controlling a con-231

stant time factor as an equivalence to the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition:232

233

cu =
dx∣∣max(umax, 1.0
√
g ∗ hmax)

∣∣ ,
cv =

dy∣∣max(vmax, 1.0
√
g ∗ hmax)

∣∣ ,
ctot = min(cu, cv),

dt = ctotCFL.

(12)

where umax, vmax are the maximum particle velocities in x and y directions at the free234

surface, hmax is the maximum water depth, g = 9.81 m/s2 is the gravitational acceleration.235

The model is fully parallelised following the domain decomposition strategy where ghost236

cells are used to exchange information between adjacent domains. These ghost cells are up-237

dated with the values from the neighbouring processors via Message Passing Interface (MPI).238

239

2.2 Vertical grid arrangement240

As presented by Pakozdi et al. (2021), the required uniform vertical mesh resolution depends241

on the water depth and the wave period. In order to reduce the number of cells, the model242

utilises a non-uniform vertical grid arrangement which then influences how the dispersion rela-243

tion is represented. Therefore, the constant truncation error method is introduced to optimise244

the stretching factor α and vertical grid (Pakozdi et al., 2021) in terms of computational speed245

(i.e. as few vertical grid cells as possible) and numerical accuracy (i.e. as many vertical cells246

as needed).247

In the model, the vertical coordinates follow a stretching function so that the grid becomes248

denser close to the free surface:249

σi =
sinh (−α)− sinh

(
α
(

i
Nz
− 1
))

sinh (−α)
, (13)

where α is the stretching factor and i and Nz stand for the index of the grid point and250

the total number of cells in the vertical direction.251

As an example, a general description of a progressive Airy wave can be expressed as:252

η(x, z, t) = A(z)B(z)Γ(t), (14)

and function A(z) follows:
A(z) = Cekz, (15)

which is governed only by the wave number k, which can be defined by the linear dispersion253

relationship to the wave angular frequency:254
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ω2 = gk, (16)

where g is the gravity acceleration.255

A correct representation of the phase velocity depends on the correct representation of256

the wave number. The new method is based on the assumption that a constant absolute257

truncation error at every vertical location can preserve the correct shape of the function f(z)258

and yield the correct wave number. Function f(z) is a Taylor expansion of free surface over259

the depth:260

f(z) =f(η) +
df(η)

dz
(z − η) +

1

2

d2f(η)

dz2
(z − η)2 +

1

6

d3f(η)

dz3
(z − η)3

+
1

24

d4f(η)

dz4
(z − η)4 +O((z − η)5).

(17)

If the absolute error is set to a constant E for every vertical location and the function261

f(z) and its derivatives are known, one can find a maximum cell size ∆z(η) = z − η at every262

location (Pakozdi et al., 2021):263

E(z, η) = f(z)−
(
f(η) +

df(η)

dz
(z − η) +

1

2

d2f(η)

dz2
(z − η)2

)
, (18)

0 = E − f(η + ∆z) +

(
f(η) +

df(η)

dz
(z − η) +

1

2

d2f(η)

dz2
(z − η)2

)
. (19)

2.3 Wave generation, dissipation and breaking264

Flexible wave generation methods are implemented in the REEF3D framework (Bihs et al.,
2016). When a relaxation method (Larsen and Dancy, 1983; Mayer et al., 1998) is used for
the wave generation, the relaxation function is formulated as the following:

Γ(x̃) = 1− e(x̃
3.5) − 1

e− 1
for x̃ ∈ [0; 1], (20)

where x̃ is scaled to the length of the relaxation zone. The free surface velocity potential
φ̃ and the surface elevation η are increased to the analytical values in the wave generation
zone:

Θ(x̃)relaxed = Γ(x̃)Θanalytical + (1− Γ(x̃))Θcomputational. (21)

Following the same methodology, the free surface velocities potential φ̃ and the surface265

elevation η are reduced to zero or initial still water values in the wave energy dissipation zone266

or numerical beach to eliminate wave reflection of the outlet boundaries.267

Waves can also be generated at the inlet using a Neumann boundary condition where the268

spatial derivatives of the velocity potential are defined. In this way, the velocity potential at269

the boundary is calculated using the desired analytical horizontal velocity:270

ϕi−1 = −u(x, z, t)4x+ ϕi, (22)
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where u(x, z, t) is the analytical horizontal velocity.271

272

In addition, wavemaker motion input can also be used to generate waves in the numerical273

wave tank (NWT). In the current model, three types of wavemaker motions can be used:274

piston-type wavemaker, flap-type wavemaker and double-hinged flat-type wavemaker. This275

enables the numerical model to reproduce most of the experimental wave measurements for276

both shallow and deepwater.277

In the presented potential flow model, the free surface is represented by a single value,278

therefore it is not possible for the model to represent an over-turning breaker as in a CFD279

simulation (Bihs et al., 2016). However, correct detection of wave breaking events and energy280

dissipation can be achieved with a breaking wave algorithm. The proposed model aims to281

address both steepness-induced deepwater wave breaking and depth-induced shallow water282

breaking.283

The depth-induced wave breaking is activated when the vertical velocity of the free-surface284

exceeds a fraction of the shallow water celerity (Smit et al., 2013; Zijlema et al., 2011):285

∂η

∂t
≥ αs

√
gh. (23)

αs = 0.6 is recommended from the test of Smit et al. (2013), which also agress with a286

similar study performed by Lynett (2006).287

Deepwater steepness-induced breaking is activated with a steepness criterion:288

∂η

∂xi
≥ β, (24)

where β = 0.3 is recommended by Smit et al. (2013) from the comparison to physical289

tests.290

After a wave breaking is detected, two methods are available to represent the energy dissi-291

pation during the wave breaking process. The first method is a geometric filtering algorithm292

that smoothens the free surface for energy dissipation (Jensen et al., 1999). Here, an explicit293

scheme is used and therefore there is no CFL constraint. Another method is to introduce294

a viscous damping term in the free surface boundary conditions locally around the breaking295

region (Baquet et al., 2017). When wave breaking is detected, the free surface boundary296

conditions Eqn. (2) and Eqn. (3) then become:297

∂η

∂t
=− ∂η

∂x

∂φ̃

∂x
− ∂η

∂y

∂φ̃

∂y
+ w̃

(
1 +

(
∂η

∂x

)2

+

(
∂η

∂y

)2
)

+ νb

(
∂2η

∂x2
+
∂2η

∂y2

)
, (25)

∂φ̃

∂t
=− 1

2

(∂φ̃
∂x

)2

+

(
∂φ̃

∂y

)2

− w̃2

(
1 +

(
∂η

∂x

)2

+

(
∂η

∂y

)2
)− gη + νb

(
∂2φ

∂x2
+
∂2φ

∂y2

)
,

(26)

where νb (m2/s) is the artificial turbulence viscosity. νb is calibrated from the comparison298

of the potential flow model simulations with model test data and the CFD simulations. As299

a result, the value of νb is recommended to be 1.86 (Baquet et al., 2017) for the offshore300

deepwater conditions and 0.0055 for shallow water breaking in the proposed model. In the301
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new free surface boundary conditions Eqn. (25) and Eqn. (26), the newly introduced diffusion302

term is treated with an implicit time scheme so that there is no extra constraint on time step303

sizes.304

The two wave breaking methods can also be used combined for challenging wave breaking305

scenarios. Wave breaking is detected whenever one of the detection criteria is fulfilled, either306

when wave steepness exceeds a threshold, or vertical velocity exceeds a threshold. Therefore,307

the process is automatic. In some cases, both energy dissipation methods can be used at308

the same time for sufficient energy dissipation in extreme sea states. In this case, the artifi-309

cial viscosity is added in the free surface boundary conditions, while the filtering algorithm310

smoothens the free surface geometrically.311

2.4 Coastline detection and treatment312

Handling the complex coastline has been a challenge when applying a potential flow model in313

the coastal area. The first difficulty is efficient grid generation around the complex boundaries.314

The structured curvilinear grid presented in OceanWave3D (Engsig-Karup et al., 2009, 2012;315

Glimberg et al., 2013) provides one solution. However, it might be challenging to approx-316

imate the coastline geometry with a structured curvilinear grid around complex and sharp317

curves. The accuracy of the coastline is also sensitive to the grid resolution at the coastline.318

The second difficulty is possible numerical instability during the wave run-up process in the319

swash zone. The vertical velocity in the free surface boundary condition Eqn. (7) cannot be320

given directly but calculated from derivatives of velocity potential over water depth. In some321

scenarios, there is a thin layer of water in the swash zone where the water depth can be con-322

sidered as infinitesimal. In such cases, the vertical derivative of the velocity potential at the323

free surface tends to be ill-defined. This tends to cause unreasonably high particle velocities324

at certain regions along the coast. When the focus is large-scale modelling where the swash325

zone dynamics has less influence on the wave propagation in the rest of the domain, the swash326

zone dynamics can be treated with a simpler boundary condition. Under this assumption, an327

efficient and flexible coastline algorithm is introduced to address these two difficulties.328

First, the computational cells are identified as wet cells and dry cells following a relative-329

depth criterion. The local water depth h
′

is defined as a sum of still water level h and the330

free surface elevation η:331

h
′

= η + h. (27)

η is the surface elevation, h is the still water level measured from the bottom. The332

relationship among h
′
, h and η is illustrated in Fig. 1.333
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h

Bottom

Still water level

Coastal relaxation zone

h'=h+

Coastline 

Figure 1: Illustration of the still water level h, local water depth h
′
, free surface elevation η

and coastline detection algorithm.

If the local water depth h
′

is smaller than a threshold ĥ, then the local cell is identified334

as a dry cell. When a cell is identified as a dry cell, the velocities in the cell is set to be zero:335

{
u = 0, if h

′
< ĥ,

v = 0, if h
′
< ĥ.

(28)

The default threshold is set to be 0.00005 m according to the practice of Zijlema et al.336

(2011), however, it can be customised based on the specific conditions. The approach tracks337

the variation of the shoreline accurately and avoids numerical instabilities by ensuring non-338

negative water depth (Stelling and Duinmeijer, 2003; Zijlema and Stelling, 2008).339

After the wet and dry cells are identified, the wet cells are assigned with a value +1 and340

the dry cells are assigned with a value −1. With the signed initial values, the coastline is341

captured using a level-set function (Osher and Sethian, 1988):342

φls(~x, t)


> 0 if ~x ∈ wet cell,
= 0 if ~x ∈ Γ,

< 0 if ~x ∈ dry cell.
(29)

Γ indicates the coastline, and the Eikonal equation |∇φls| = 1 holds valid for the level-set343

function. The distance perpendicular to the coastline is also calculated based on the level-set344

method. From the initial values, the correct signed distance function is obtained by solving the345

following Partial Differential Equation (PDE) based reinitialisation function (Sussman et al.,346

1994). This equation is solved until convergence and results in the correct signed distance347

away from the coastline in the whole computational domain. The exact coastline location is348

the zero-contour of the level set function.349

∂φls
∂t

+ S (φls)

(∣∣∣∣∂φls∂xj

∣∣∣∣− 1

)
= 0, (30)

where S(φls) is the smoothed sign function (Peng et al., 1999).350

Relaxation zones are applied along the wet side of the coastline covering a given distance351

from the coastline. The size of the coast zone is usually small in order to preserve the correct352

coastline geometry and minimise the influence on flow conditions. An additional breaking wave353

viscosity νb is added to the free surface boundary conditions. The relaxation function ramps354
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down the velocity potential and the free surface elevation to zero and ramps up additional355

viscosity from the outer boundaries of the coast zone to the coastlines to further dissipate wave356

energy. This gradual process is described in Eqn. (31), which can be generally considered as a357

reverse process of the wave generation zone as shown in Eqn. (21). It is considered sufficiently358

accurate for engineering purposes as noted by Engsig-Karup et al. (2013). The breaking359

wave algorithms are also active in case of wave breaking within the coastal zone. The effects360

from the relaxation function, the added viscosity and breaking algorithms work together to361

effectively dissipate wave energy within a narrow coast zone. As a result, the coastal relaxation362

zone help to avoid extreme run-ups in the swash zone and eliminate numerical instabilities in363

the free surface boundary conditions in extreme shallow regions. In addition, the reflection364

property of the coastline can be customised by adjusting the strength or size of the coastal365

relaxation zones.366

φ(x̃) = (1− Γ(x̃)) φ(x, y),

η(x̃) = (1− Γ(x̃)) η(x, y),

νb(x̃) = Γ(x̃)νb0,

(31)

where φ(x, y), η(x, y) and νb0 are the velocity potential, the free surface elevation and367

the added breaking wave viscosity at the outer boundaries of the coast zones. Γ(x̃) is the368

relaxation function as shown in Eqn. (20).369

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Detection of the coastline and calculation of distance from the coastline for a
complicated topography using the proposed coastline algorithm. The white contour in (a) is
the detected coastline, the colour shows the distance aways from the coastline, with negative
values indicating inland and positive values indicated offshore. The yellow contour in (b)
is the boundary of the coast-following relaxation zone to reduce numerical instability and
customise reflection properties ofr the coastline.

The proposed coastline algorithm (see Fig. 2) is intended to have the following beneficial370

features:371
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1) The level-set approach is flexible and universal. The convergence of the horizontal grid372

is associated with the characteristic wavelength. As a result, the resolution of the coastline ge-373

ometry captured by the level-set method represents the relevant coastal features for the input374

waves. There is no need for coastline-following (i.e. body-fitted) grid generation. Therefore,375

the algorithm is less case-dependent.376

2) The level-set method enables accurate capture of the shoreline positions in an implicit377

manner. The method uses a smooth signed distance function for the coastline geometry378

rather than representing the coastline geometry with a body-fitted grid. This is in contrast to379

structured curvilinear grid or multi-block approach (Engsig-Karup et al., 2009, 2012; Glimberg380

et al., 2013).381

3) As a result of the first two features, the proposed method ensures the quality of the grid382

in the horizontal plane and facilitates the implementation of high-order discretisation schemes383

for the free surface boundary conditions for the representation of complex nonlinear phenom-384

ena. With the structured horizontal grid, domain decomposition and parallel computation385

are also made straightforward.386

4) The coastal relaxation zones eliminate possible instabilities in infinitesimal thin water387

layers. The impact on the large-scale wave propagation from the coastal zone can also be388

minimised from sensitivity studies.389

As a result, the algorithm is expected to include various complex coastlines with a straight-390

forward, efficient and consistent grid generation. The coastal relaxation zones do not resolve391

the detailed swash zone dynamics and thus might not be suitable for all numerical models and392

applications where the validation against those physical processes is more important. How-393

ever, they facilitate stable large-scale wave propagation simulations in the proposed numerical394

framework.395

3 Numerical simulations of wave propagation396

In this section, the numerical wave model is validated against theory and experimental mea-397

surements to demonstrate its flexibility and accuracy for different scenarios. A 5th-order398

Stokes wave propagation over a constant water depth is simulated for over 160 wave periods399

to show the accurate representation of the free surface after long-duration wave propaga-400

tion. Wave propagation over a submerged bar in intermediate water depth is simulated to401

demonstrate that both shoaling and de-shoaling processes are well reproduced in the proposed402

numerical model. A simulation of wave propagation over a steep slope from deep to shallow403

water is performed to prove that the model is able to represent wave transformation over404

significant wave depth variation within a short horizontal distance. And finally, the breaking405

algorithm is proven to be effective for a wave breaking over a mild slope.406

3.1 Steep nonlinear wave propagation in deepwater407

A steep 5th-order Stokes wave (Fenton, 1985) is generated and propagated in a 2D numerical408

wave tank for a distance of 40 wavelengths in constant deepwater with kh = 2π. The input409

wave height is 0.1275 m and the wavelength is 1 m. This results in a wave steepness of410

H/L = 0.1275 = 90%(H/L)breaking, which is the deepwater breaking limit (Le Méhauté,411

1976). The waves are generated following the algorithm of Clamond and Dutykh (2018) in a412

wave generation zone with a relaxation function. The wave generation zone is five wavelengths413
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long to achieve stable wave propagation for such a nonlinear and steep wave. This is in contrast414

to the one-wavelength generation zone configuration for mildly nonlinear waves, as reported415

in (Bihs et al., 2020). Correspondingly, a 10-wavelength numerical beach is arranged at the416

outlet boundary of the numerical wave tank to eliminate wave reflection. A constant water417

depth of one wavelength is used throughout the entire domain. This steep nonlinear wave is418

simulated for 120 s, corresponding to over 160 wave periods. Ten cells with a stretching factor419

of 2.45 are used in the vertical direction. Adaptive time-stepping is used in all simulations420

where the CFL number is 0.5. Though CFL =1.0 is normally sufficient for the simulation421

of most wave propagations (Bihs et al., 2020), a smaller time step is used here to ensure a422

stable shape of the near-breaking steep wave. The grid convergence study is performed by423

evaluating the wave surface elevations in time and space, the correlation coefficient between424

the simulated waves and theoretical calculations from Fenton (1985) and mass and energy425

conservation. The grid convergence investigations are summarised and presented in Fig. 3.426

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1 dx=0.01 m dx=0.02 m dx=0.04 m dx=0.08 m theory

(a) free surface elevation in space at t = 120 s

148 150 152 154 156 158 160 162

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1 dx=0.01 m dx=0.02 m dx=0.04 m dx=0.08 m theory

(b) free surface elevation in time at x =20 m

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1
0.1

0.11

0.12

0.13

(c) mean wave height

Figure 3: Grid convergence investigation of steep nonlinear wave propagation in deepwater
where H/Hmax = 0.9 (part 1).
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0

0.5

1
dx=0.01 m dx=0.02 m dx=0.04 m dx=0.08 m theory

(d) correlation coefficient

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1
dx=0.01 m dx=0.02 m dx=0.04 m dx=0.08 m theory

(e) mass/volume error

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
-2

-1

0

1

2
dx=0.01 m dx=0.02 m dx=0.04 m dx=0.08 m theory

(f) total wave energy error

Figure 3: Grid convergence investigation of steep nonlinear wave propagation in deepwater
where H/Hmax = 0.9 (part 2). (a) free surface elevation in space at t = 120 s (t/T = 162.5,
T is wave period), (b) free surface elevation in time at x = 20 m (x/λ = 20), (c) mean wave
height in the numerical wave tank at t = 120 s (t/T = 162.5), (d) correlation coefficient
between the simulated surface elevation and theoretical values estimated using the method
by Fenton (1985), (e) mass/volume error over time, (d) total wave energy error over time.

The grid convergence study is performed with the optimal vertical grid choice. In order to427

demonstrate the effect of the vertical grid arrangement, the surface elevations are compared428

when using different vertical stretching factors, as shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that a stronger429

vertical stretching factor α leads to a higher celerity and a higher wave crest, while a smaller430

α results in the opposite effects. The optimal choice following the constant truncation error431

method gives the best results both for the wave celerity and amplitude. The relative wave432

number error using different stretching factors are also compared in Fig. 4i. It confirms that433

the optimal vertical stretching factor yields a minimal wave number error.434
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(g) free surface elevation in space at t = 120 s
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(h) free surface elevation in time at x =20 m
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(i) relative wave number errors with different stretching factors

Figure 4: Effects of the vertical grid choice in the simulations of the steep nonlinear wave
propagation. (a) and (b) show the free surface elevations in space and time using a uniform
grid (α = 1.0), the optimal stretching from the constant truncation error method (α = 2.45)
and a strong stretching (α = 5.0). (c) the relative wave number error defined by the absolute
wave number differences ∆k divided by the theoretical wave number k0.

From Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, it is seen that the free surface elevations match the theoretical435

wave amplitudes and wave phases when the cell size is reduced to 0.02 m or smaller. The436

estimated wave heights also tend to converge towards the theoretical input wave height with437

0.02 m or smaller horizontal cell sizes, as seen in Fig. 3c. Furthermore, the correlation relation438

between the simulated surface elevation in space and the theoretical calculation is plotted439

over the simulation time in Fig. 3d. The simulated waves reach a static status after nearly440

50 s propagation. Afterwards, a near-constant correction coefficient around 1.0 is found441

with both 0.01 m and 0.02 m cell sizes. This confirms that the simulated free surface is in442

synchronisation with the theoretical calculations and that the wave celerity is well represented.443

Fig. 3a to Fig. 3d demonstrate that the wave free surface is well represented in the presented444

numerical wave tank over the duration of the simulation and a good agreement is achieved445

when comparing with the theory. Furthermore, the conservation of mass or volume and total446

energy (the sum of kinematic and potential energy) are examined in Fig. 3e and Fig. 3f. It is447

seen that the error of the volume of the fluid domain is nearly constant over the duration of448
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the simulation when a cell size of 0.02 m or smaller is used. Small fluctuations within ±0.25%449

is observed possibly due to the integration errors of fluid properties in the water column. A450

stable small fluctuation with an amplitude of 0.15% around a constant mean offset of 0.35 %451

is observed when a static status is achieved after 50 s with the fine grids. For both errors,452

larger cell sizes produce more significant fluctuations. Therefore, it is concluded that a cell453

size of 0.02 m is sufficient for a good representation of the chosen wave.454

With the chosen cell size and the chosen vertical grid arrangement, the free surface eleva-455

tions obtained in the NWT using different spatial discretisation schemes for the free surface456

boundary conditions are compared in Fig. 5. 2nd-, 4th- and 6th-order central differencing457

schemes (CDS) and 3rd- and 5th-order WENO schemes are used in the comparison. It is seen458

that central differencing schemes fail to keep the stable shape of the propagating waves even459

with up to 6th-order accuracy. WENO schemes are able to capture the sharp waveforms in460

a more accurate and stable manner. The 5th-order WENO scheme shows an increased ac-461

curacy over the lower order counterpart. The comparison provided motivation for the choice462

of high-order WENO schemes for an accurate representation of surface waves, especially for463

steep and nonlinear waves.464

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1 CDS2 WENO3 CDS4 WENO5 CDS6

Figure 5: Free surface elevations obtained from simulations using different spatial discretisa-
tion schemes for the free surface boundary conditions. CDS2, 4 and 6 represent 2nd-, 4th- and
6th-order central differencing schemes, WENO3 and 5 represent 3rd- and 5th-order WENO
schemes. The black dash-dotted line represents the theory.

It is seen that, with the chosen cell size and the numerical setup, the proposed model is465

able to accurately represent the long duration stable propagation of a transient steep regular466

wave with a wave steepness corresponding to 90% deepwater breaking limit.467

3.2 Wave propagation over a submerged bar468

One of the challenges in a shallow-water model is the de-shoaling process (Wang et al., 2020),469

where a single frequency wave decomposes into higher frequency short wave components after470

propagating over a shallow water region. Those high-frequency components are usually so471

short that shallow water assumptions are not valid any longer. This leads to significant errors472

in both wave amplitude and phase. Therefore, the monochromatic long wave propagation473

over a submerged bar experiment performed by Beji and Battjes (Beji and Battjes, 1993) is474

simulated to show the presented model’s ability to represent the de-shoaling process. The475

configuration of the numerical wave tank is shown in Fig. 6. A 2nd-order Stokes wave with476

a wave height H = 0.021 m and a wave period T = 2.525 s is generated in a relaxation zone477

at the inlet of the numerical wave tank. The wave generation zone is 5 m long, covering478
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slightly more than one wavelength. A submerged bar is located 6 m from the end of the wave479

generation zone. Eight wave gauges are located at x = 11, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 24m480

over the submerged bar, as shown in Fig. 6. A relaxation zone of two wavelengths for wave481

dissipation is arranged at the outlet of the numerical wave tank. All simulations are performed482

for 60 s. Adaptive time-stepping is used while CFL = 1.0 is maintained. 10 vertical cells with483

a stretching factor α of 3.0 are used following the constant-truncation-error method. Four cell484

sizes are used for the grid convergence study: dx = 0.02 m, 0.04 m, 0.08 m and 0.16 m. The485

de-shoaling process is most prominent at wave gauge 8. Therefore, the time series of surface486

elevation at the wave gauge 8 obtained using different cell sizes are compared in Fig. 7a and487

the frequency spectra derived from these time series are compared in Fig. 7b. It is seen that488

both dx = 0.02 m and 0.04 m reproduce the experimental wave amplitude and frequency489

spectrum very well. However, there is a slightly larger phase error in the simulation with490

dx = 0.04 m in comparison to dx = 0.02 m. Therefore, dx = 0.02 m is used in the following491

validation against the experiment.492
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Figure 6: Numerical wave tank setup for the wave propagation over a submerged bar.
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Figure 7: Grid convergence for the simulation of a 2nd Stokes wave propagating over a
submerged bar. The amplified zoom-in view of each spectrum peak are illustrated above each
harmonics for clarity.

The σ-grid with dx = 0.02 m is visualised in Fig. 8 at t = 60 s. Here, the horizontal grid is493

equal-distant and the vertical grid is denser closer to the free surface. In addition, the vertical494

grid follows the variation of the bottom topography as well as the surface elevation.495
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Figure 8: σ-grid with dx = 0.02 m at t = 60 s in the simulation of wave propagation over
a submerged bar (only the grid near the submerged bar is shown). 10 cells and a stretching
factor of 3.0 are used in the vertical direction. The grid is amplified by a factor of 5 in the
vertical direction for visualisation purposes.

Moreover, the horizontal velocity field at t = 60 s is shown in Fig. 9. The velocities496

are highest at the free surface and decrease over depth, the vertical velocity distribution is497

faithfully represented in the presented simulation.498

0.4 m

(m)

Figure 9: Horizontal velocity component at t = 60 s in the numerical wave tank of wave
propagation over a submerged bar (The vertical direction is scaled by a factor of 10 for
visualisation purpose).

Both the time series and the frequency spectra at all wave gauges are compared in Fig. 10499

between the experimental measurements and numerical simulations.500

From gauge 1 to 3, wave shoaling takes place, the wave height increases and higher501

frequency components start to appear. The wave crests, troughs and the emerging high-502

frequency components in the numerical simulations all agree well with the experiments. While503

the wave propagates over the shallow water region at the height of the submerged bar, even504

higher frequency components appear, and the wave energy starts to shift from low-frequency505

components to high-frequency components. During the process, up to six notable frequencies506

are observed and the highest frequency is near 2.5 Hz. The simulated wave in the numerical507

wave tank represents all six frequencies as in the experiments, the energy distribution among508

the six frequencies are also correctly represented. When the waves pass wave gauges 6, 7 and 8,509

the de-shoaling process becomes more significant. Here the wave energy from high-frequency510

components overtakes the original input wave frequency. With only four major frequency511

components left, more than half of the wave energy is shifted to the frequency range higher512
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Figure 10: Comparison between the numerical results and experimental measurements for the
wave transformation over a submerged bar (Part 1).
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Figure 10: Comparison between the numerical results and experimental measurements for the
wave transformation over a submerged bar (Part 2).
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Figure 10: Comparison between the numerical results and experimental measurements for
the wave transformation over a submerged bar (Part 3). (a)(c)(e)(g)(i)(k)(m)(o) surface
elevations at 8 wave gauges at t = 60 s, (b)(d)(f)(h)(j)(l)(n)(p) frequency spectra at 8 wave
gauges. Black lines are from experiments, red lines are results of REEF3D::FNPF. f/f0 is
the normalized frequency and f0 is the frequency of the input wave, f0 = 1/2.525Hz. The
grid size dx = 0.02 m and CFL = 1.0.

than 1 Hz. During the entire wave transformation process, the numerically simulated wave513

crests, troughs, phases and wave profiles are close to the experimental measurements. The514

number of frequency components and energy distribution over the frequencies in the numeri-515

cal wave tank also agree with the experiment. The model simulates the wave transformation516

over a submerged bar with good agreement, including high-frequency details.517

3.3 Bi-chromatic wave propagation over a steep ramp518

Steep slopes over 45◦ are typical near the Norwegian coast and challenging for numerical519

modelling. The grid needs to undergo severe distortion following step-like topography changes.520

In this section, wave propagation over a steep slope from deepwater to shallow water conditions521

is simulated. The NWT configuration follows the experiment conducted at SINTEF Ocean522

in Trondheim (Pákozdi et al., 2019). The illustration of the NWT setup is shown in Fig. 11.523

The steep slope consists of two segments, the first segment starts 2.1 m from the wavemaker524

and has a slope of 70◦, the second segment has a slope of 45◦. The water depth is 10 m at525

the wave generator and 0.75 m after the slope. A double-hinged flap wavemaker is used for526

the wave generation of a bi-chromatic wave train. In order to reproduce the same waves as in527

the experiment, the wavemaker motion in the physical test is used to drive the waves in the528

NWT instead of the relaxation method. A relaxation zone of 9.5 m is located at the outlet529

of the numerical wave tank to absorb wave energy and eliminate reflection. Wave gauge G0530

is located at x = 1 m in the deepwater region before the slope, wave gauges 1-3 are located531

at x = 10, 35 and 50m in the shallow water region after the slope. 15 cells and a stretching532

factor of 3.0 are used in the vertical direction following the constant-truncation-error method533

described in section 2.2. For the time step size, CFL = 1.0 is kept constant. Three cell sizes534

are used for the grid convergence study: dx = 0.05 m, 0.10 m and 0.20 m. All simulations are535

performed for 180 s. The time series and frequency spectra at wave gauge 0 obtained using536

different cell sizes are compared in Fig. 12. Both dx = 0.05 m and 0.10 m represent the two537

frequencies and the corresponding spectra energy density accurately, however, the wave phase538
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is better represented with the cell size dx = 0.05 m. Therefore, dx = 0.05 m is used in the539

following analysis in this section.540
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Figure 11: Numerical wave tank setup for wave propagation over a steep ramp.
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Figure 12: Grid convergence for the simulation of bi-chromatic wave propagation over a steep
ramp. (a) time series of free race elevation at wave gauge G2, (b) frequency spectra at wave
gauge G2.

With the chosen grid resolution, the grid at the steep ramp is shown in Fig. 13. In spite541

of the significant bathymetry change, the σ-grid follows the topography very well.542
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Figure 13: σ-coordinate at the steep slope in the simulation of wave propagation over a steep
ramp with the horizontal cell size 0.05 m and 15 cells and a stretching factor of 3.0.

The surface elevation time histories obtained from the numerical simulations are then543

compared with the experimental measurements in Fig. 14. The input wave signal of the bi-544

chromatic wave is seen in Fig. 14a, and the simulated free surface time series at the wave gauges545

G1 to G3 show an accurate representation of the experimental wave profiles, amplitudes and546

wave phases.547
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Figure 14: Comparison of free surface time series between the simulated waves and experi-
mental measurements. (a) the input wave signal in the numerical simulation at G0. (b)-(d)
surface elevation time series at G1, G2 and G3.

As the bi-chromatic wave propagates over the steep ramp, additional second-order wave548

components at sum- and difference-frequencies appear as a result. It is found in Fig. 12b that549

the two principal frequencies of the bi-chromatic wave are ω1 = 0.54Hz and ω2 = 0.74Hz.550

In theory, four new bounded frequencies should appear: ω3 = ω2 − ω1 = 0.2 Hz;ω4 = 2ω1 =551

1.08 Hz;ω5 = 2ω2 = 1.48 Hz and ω6 = ω1 + ω2 = 1.28 Hz. The time series at wave gauge552

2 from the numerical simulation and experimental measurements are used to calculate the553

frequency spectra. The resulting spectra are compared in Fig. 15 for each of the frequency554

components.555
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Figure 15: Frequency spectra at wave gauge G2 in the simulation of bi-chromatic wave propa-
gation over a steep ramp, (a) frequency spectrum near ω3, (b) frequency spectrum near ω1 and
ω2, (c) frequency spectrum nearω4, (d) frequency spectrum near ω5, (e) frequency spectrum
near ω6.

It is seen that all theoretical frequency components are represented in the frequency spec-556

tra from both the experiment and the simulations. The simulation captures the two principal557

frequencies ω1 and ω2 and the low-frequency ω3 exactly as the theoretical values and the558

corresponding energy densities are nearly identical to the experiment. The high frequencies559

represented in the numerical simulation are slightly different from the experiment, and the560

relevant energy densities show a difference of 10 − 25%. However, the energy densities at561

the high-frequency range are very small (10−5 to 10−4) in comparison to the principal fre-562

quencies (10−2). The energy differences between the simulation and the experiment at the563

high-frequency range is negligible when they are compared in the same scale as the principal564

frequencies.565
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3.4 Wave breaking over a mild slope566

In shallow water regions close to the shoreline, depth-induced wave breaking is a common567

phenomenon. However, depth-induced wave breaking is not included in most potential flow568

models as their focus is mostly on deepwater. In the presented model, a consistent wave569

breaking algorithm over a complete range of water depths is introduced. In this section, a570

depth-induced plunging wave breaker near the coastline over a mild-slope (Ting and Kirby,571

1995) is simulated. The numerical wave tank setup is shown in Fig. 16. The slope starts 5.8572

m from the wave generation boundary and rises up to 0.748 m at the outlet following a slope573

of 1:35. The water depth at the wave generator is 0.4 m. A 5th-order cnoidal wave with574

a wave height of 0.128 m and wave period of 5 s is generated at the inlet using Neumann575

boundary conditions. Here, the Neumann boundary condition is a more efficient method576

for wave generation as the analytical description of the cnoidal wave velocity potential is577

more complicated. Four wave gauges are located on the slope adjacent to the wave breaking578

location. From wave gauges 1 to 4, the x-coordinates are x = 11.8, 12.8, 13.8 and 14.1 m. The579

artificial viscous damping factor of 0.0055 is used in the following simulation for the correct580

representation of wave energy dissipation during the wave breaking process. 10 vertical cells581

are used following the constant-truncation-error method described in section 2.2 based on the582

water depth before the slope. The simulations are performed for 40 s with adaptive time583

stepping and a constant CFL = 1.0. Three cell sizes are used in the grid convergence study584

dx = 0.05 m, 0.10 m and 0.20 m. The time histories of water surface elevation at the wave585

gauges 2 and 3 obtained from the numerical wave tank with different cell sizes are compared586

in Fig. 17.587
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Figure 16: Numerical wave tank setup for wave breaking over a mild slope.
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Figure 17: Grid convergence for the simulation of wave breaking over a mild-slope. (a) time
series of surface elevation at wave gauge 2, (b) time series of surface elevation at wave gauge
3. 2-cell size coastal zones are used in all simulations.

As can be seen from Fig. 17, dx = 0.05 m provides a good representation of the wave588

crest, the wave profile as well as the phase information, while coarser grids show a constant589

underestimation of the wave crest. With the chosen grid configuration, the coastal zone width590

convergence study is performed with four difference widths 1 dx, 2 dx, 3 dx and 4 dx, where591

dx is the horizontal cell size. The simulated time series at wave gauges 2 and 4 using the592

different coastal zones are compared in Fig. 18. It is seen that the unrealistic wave run-up and593

run-down in the swash zone with near infinitesimal water depth results in spurious waves near594

30 s when only one cell is used for the coastal zone. With a wider coastal zone, the simulation595

results are very similar to each other. As a result, 2 dx is chosen for the simulation since it is596

the minimum width that gives consistent results while eliminating the swash zone instabilities.597

Similarly, the sensitivity study on the choice of the viscous damping factor νb in the breaking598

algorithm is demonstrated in Fig. 19. It is seen that a stronger νb leads to too much energy599

dissipation, νb = 0.0055 gives a good representation of the wave crest changes after wave600

breaking. Therefore, it is also recommended to calibrate the wave breaking parameters with601

a benchmark before further studies.602
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Figure 18: Coastal zone width convergence study in the simulations of wave breaking over a
mild slope.
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Figure 19: Sensitivity study on the viscous damping factor νb in the breaking algorithm in
the simulations of wave breaking over a mild slope. The black dashed lines represent the
experimental measurements.

Using dx = 0.05 m, 2 cells at the coastal zone and νb = 0.0055, the time series of surface603

elevation at all four wave gauges are compared with the experiment in Fig. 20. It is observed604

that the wave crest increases from wave gauge 1 to wave gauge 2, showing a strong shoaling.605

Then the wave crest has a sudden decrease at wave gauge 3, indicating that wave breaking606

occurs between wave gauges 2 and 3. The relative errors ε of the wave crest heights are also607

shown in Fig. 20 besides each wave crest. The relative errors are found to be lower than608

5% in general, except for the second peak in Fig. 20b. The simulated wave crests follow the609

experiment well both before and after the breaking, showing the correct energy dissipation610

in the implemented breaking algorithm. The coastal relaxation zones help to represent the611

characteristics of the experimental flow field and ensure the correct breaking wave location,612

indicating a close representation of the reflection and dissipation properties of the coastline,613

though the details of the run-up and run-down processes are not resolved.614
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Figure 20: Time series of surface elevation and relative errors of wave crest height at all four
wave gauges in the simulation of wave breaking over a mild-slope.

One of the wave breaking events is shown in Fig. 21. Here, the wave crest increase to615
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its maximum and the wave front becomes vertical. Since the free surface is single-valued, a616

visualisation of overturning breaker is not within the scope of the model. However, it is seen617

from Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 that the breaking event is correctly detected and the wave energy is618

correctly dissipated in the numerical simulation.619

0.4 m

(m)

Figure 21: Breaking wave at t = 10.75 s. The wave crest increases to its maximum and the
wave front becomes vertical. The horizontal velocity also reach the maximum at the wave
crest (The vertical direction is scaled by a factor of 10 for visualisation purpose).

3.5 Wave shoaling over a three-dimensional submerged reef620

The previous sections demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed numerical621

model for 2D wave propagation and transformation. In this section, a 3D wave shoaling over622

a semi-circular submerged reef is investigated. The numerical setup follows the experimental623

configuration reported by Whalin (1971). The schematics of the numerical wave tank is624

illustrated in Fig. 22. The numerical domain is 35 m long and 6.096 m wide with a constant625

water depth of 0.457 m at the wave generation zone and 0.1524 m over the top of the reef626

at the numerical beach. At the centreline of the numerical wave tank (y = 3.048 m), the627

semi-circular submerged reef starts from x = 7.62 m with a slope of 1 : 25 until x = 15.85 m628

where the reef reaches its maximum height of 0.3046 m. Nineteen wave gauges are arranged629

along the centreline between x = 3.505 m and x = 11.731 m with a constant interval of 0.457630

m in between two wave gauges. Thereafter, another 20 wave gauges are arranged between631

x = 13.868 m and x = 22.551 m with the same constant interval 0.457 m. A 2nd-order Stokes632

wave with a wave height H = 0.015 m and a wave period T = 2 s is generated at the wave633

generation zone of one wavelength. A numerical beach of two wavelengths is arranged at the634

outlet boundary to eliminate wave reflection.635
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Figure 22: Numerical wave tank setup for the three dimensional wave shoaling over a semi-
circular submerged reef.

Fifty wave periods (100 s) are simulated to obtain statistical properties of the various636

harmonics from the shoaling process. The wave harmonics are identified using a Fast Fourier637

Transform (FFT) method from the simulated time series at each waves gauge. After a grid638

convergence study on each of the harmonics, a cell size of 0.05 m is found to be sufficient for639

numerically converged results. A similar grid resolution is also reported in a previous study640

on the same case as reported by Engsig-Karup et al. (2009). Ten vertical cells with a stretch-641

ing factor of 1.0 (uniformly distributed) are used in the simulation. The simulated surface642

elevation at the last time step t =100 s is shown in Fig. 23. The shoaling waves around the643

semi-circular reef converge at the top of the reef, creating higher waves and introducing signif-644

icant non-linear effects. In order to validate the model for representing this nonlinear process,645

the different harmonics in the simulated wavefield using REEF3D::FNPF are compared with646

the experimental measurements recorded by Whalin (1971) and the numerical simulation re-647

sults from the fully nonlinear potential flow model OceanWave3D (Engsig-Karup et al., 2009).648

The comparison is shown in Fig. 24.649
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Figure 23: Surface elevation over the entire numerical wave tank of three dimensional wave
shoaling over a semi-circular submerged reef at t = 100 s (The numerical domain is amplified
10 times in the vertical direction for the purpose of visualisation).
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Figure 24: Comparison of the three wave harmonics in the measurements, REEF3D::FNPF
simulation and OceanWave3D simulation along the centreline of the three dimensional wave
shoaling experiment by Whalin (1971). ‘exp.’ represents the experimental measurements
(Whalin, 1971), ‘ow3d’ represents the OceanWave3D simulations (Engsig-Karup et al., 2009)
and ‘rf3d’ represents the REEF3D::FNPF simulation.

Fig. 24 shows that the amplitudes of the first three harmonics follow similar spatial vari-650

ations along the centreline as the experiment as well as the OceanWave3D simulations. It651

can be concluded that the model is able to represent nonlinear 3D wave transformations with652

good accuracy when compared with experiments and other similar numerical codes.653
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4 Engineering applications654

In this section, two engineering applications are described. The focus is on the effectiveness655

of the coastline algorithm for complicated shorelines. Norway has a long coastline with com-656

plicated coastline geometry due to the fjords and archipelagos. Fig. 25 shows the locations657

and the surrounding areas of the two sites for simulations along the Norwegian coast. With658

these different and challenging coastal topographies, the coastline algorithm is evaluated.659

N

S

W E

Figure 25: Locations and surrounding areas of the two engineering application sites in the
Norwegian coast (Statens kartverk, 2020). The red and yellow boxes in the north of the map
show the Mehamn harbour location and its adjacent area. The red and yellow boxes in the
north of the map show the planned Flatøya fish farm location and its adjacent area.

4.1 Harbour design at Mehamn660

The first application is the investigation of the wave conditions inside the Norwegian harbour661

Mehamn. Mehamn is the north-most harbour that the passenger ferry service Hurtigruten662

travels to. The harbour is surrounded by two peninsulas to the east and west but open to663

ocean swell at the north side. Intermediate to shallow water conditions are found around664

and inside the harbour. The satellite image from 2019 and water depth contour map of the665

harbour and its surrounding area are shown in Fig. 26. The two breakwaters are marked as666

BW1 and BW2 and the two peninsulas surrounding the harbour are marked as peninsula A667

and peninsula B.668
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Figure 26: Mehamn harbour: (a) satellite image; (b) water depth contour. The two break-
waters are marked as BW1 and BW2 and the two peninsulas are marked as A and B.

A model scale experiment with a scale factor of 1:80 was performed for the purpose of669

breakwater design at the SINTEF Coast and Harbour Laboratory in Trondheim (Vold and670

Lothe, 2009). In the experiment, the water depth was truncated at 40 m in full scale and 0.5671

m on the experiment scale. Only part of the inlet boundary from x =0 to x =9.5 m (760 m in672

full-scale) is covered by the wave generator, while the rest is blocked by a solid object, as seen673

in Fig. 27. Nine wave gauges are arranged in the basin: one wave gauge outside the entrance674

of the harbour in order to calibrate the incoming waves and eight inside the harbour. The675

physical experiment configuration is shown in Fig. 27676

9.5 m

Wave generator

Solid object

Wave absorber (m)

(m)

Figure 27: Configuration of the physical experiment for Mehamn harbour (Vold and Lothe,
2009). The grey shaded area ar the upper boundary is the wavemaker, the white-grey shaded
area at the lower boundary is the wave absorber.

The proposed numerical model is used to reproduce the results in the experiment that are677

converted to full-scale. The full-scale topography in Fig. 26a is included in the numerical wave678

tank as shown in Fig. 28a. The topography is oriented so that the principal wave direction is679
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14◦ north-northeast, the same as in the experiment (Vold and Lothe, 2009). The numerical680

domain is 1760 m long in the north-south direction, and 1440 m in the west-east direction.681

The maximum water depth is 40 m, corresponding to the experiment. In the simulation,682

unidirectional irregular waves are generated with a relaxation method at the north boundary683

(orange box in Fig. 28b) to represent ocean swell propagation into the harbour. Following the684

experiment (Vold and Lothe, 2009), the wave gauges in the numerical wave tank are shown685

in Fig. 28b. The theoretical input significant wave height is 3.5 m and the peak period is 12686

s. Wave gauge 1 is used for the calibration of the input wave in the experiment as well as in687

the numerical wave tank. After iterative trials, the input wave height is modified in order to688

obtain a 3.5 m significant wave height at wave gauge 1. The slight increase of wave height at689

a gauge 1 in comparison to the wave generation boundary is largely due to the local shoaling690

effect. The JONSWAP spectrum (DNV-GL, 2011) with a peak enhance parameter 3.0 is used691

as the input power spectrum. A narrow band frequency range between 0.75ωp and 2ωp is used692

in the simulation, where ωp represents the peak angular frequency.693
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Figure 28: Configuration of the simulation of wave propagation in Mehamn harbour. (a)
the bathymetry of Mehamn harbour, negative values indicate areas above water level. The
bathymetry is truncated at 40 m water depth, as seen in the solid red area; (b) the orange
box is the wave generation zone, the cyan box is a numerical beach, the red lines show the
coastlines detected in the model and the yellow lines show the outer boundaries of the coastal
relaxation zones. All the topography are vertically scaled with a factor of 3 for visualisation
purposes.

A 2D simulation is performed first in a numerical wave flume to determine the grid ar-694

rangement for a correct representation of the input wave spectrum. 10 cells in the vertical695

direction with a stretching factor of 2.0 is used based on the constant-truncation error method696

for the water depth in the offshore region. 12800 s simulations are performed and the surface697

elevation time histories between 2000 s and 12800 s at x = 300 m are used to calculate wave698

spectra. x = 300 m is located right after the wave generation zone to ensure the input wave699
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quality. The simulated spectra are compared with the theoretical one in Fig. 29. The spec-700

trum obtained with dx = 4 m agrees with the theoretical input wave spectrum at the peak701

frequency as well as at the low-frequency end and high-frequency end. Further refinement702

of the grid results in a similar spectrum without obvious further improvement. Therefore, a703

horizontal cell size of dx = 4 m is used in the following simulations. The coastal zone width704

convergence study is performed to choose the minimum width that does not have a significant705

influence on the wavefield while eliminating the swash zone instability. The wave spectra at706

wave gauge 3 near the inlet of the harbour and wave gauge 8 near the marina inside the707

harbour are compared using different coastal zone widths, as shown in Fig. 30. It is seen that708

when only one cell is used for the coastline width, the spectra are significantly different from709

other results at both gauges due to the instability in the swash zone and unphysical run-up710

and run-down. When a coastal zone size of 2 cells and 3 cells are used, the reproduced spectra711

are very similar at both locations, especially near the peak frequencies. With the increasing712

width of the coastal zone, the spectra peaks decrease monotonically at both gauges. Similar713

to the finding of section 3.4, a 2-cell coastal zone width is used in the following simulations.714
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Figure 29: Comparison of spectrum density at the wave gauge x =300 m in the 2D simulation
with the input wave for Mehamn harbour.
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Figure 30: Frequency spectra at wave gauge 3 and 8 using different coastal zone width in the
simulations of Mehman harbour.

With a cell size of 4 m in the horizontal direction and 10 cells in the vertical direction, the715

total number of cells is 1.584 million for the full-scale 3D Mehamn simulation. The simulation716

is performed for 12800 s and the time series of surface elevation between 2000 s and 12800 s is717

used for the calculation of significant wave heights inside the harbour. The 12800 s simulation718

takes 7.9 h to finish using 128 Intel Sandy Bridge processors (2.6 GHz) on the supercomputer719

Vilje. With the same numerical configurations, investigations are also made to study the720

effects of the breakwaters. In total, four scenarios are compared: without breakwaters, with721

only breakwater BW1, with only breakwater BW2 and with both breakwaters. The surface722

elevations at t = 12800 s in all four simulations are shown in Fig. 31.723
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Figure 31: Free surface elevation in the simulations of wave propagation into Mehamn harbour
at t = 12800 s; (a) without any breakwater, (b) with breakwater BW2, (c) with breakwater
BW1, (d) with both breakwaters BW1 and BW2.

Strong wave refraction and diffraction are observed at the tips of the two peninsulas.724

The water depth variations at the tips of the two peninsulas cause the wave direction to725

bend towards the coast due to refraction. This process continues along the coastline of the726

two archipelagos, guiding the waves into the interior of the harbour. Another phenomenon727

that leads the incoming waves into the harbour is diffraction. Diffraction first takes place728

at peninsula B and causes the incoming waves to change direction and to propagate towards729

the inner harbour. Both the input wave and the diffracted wave around peninsula B meet at730

peninsula A and diffraction takes place in association with a strong shoaling effect at the tip of731

peninsula A. As a result of the combination of refraction and diffraction, the swell propagates732

around the peninsulas and spreads in the entire inner harbour. The breakwaters block the733

refraction process along the coastlines of peninsulas A and B respectively and prevent the734

waves from being guided towards the inner harbour. The strong diffraction pattern persists735

after breakwater BW1 is installed. The diffraction around peninsula A dominates the wave736
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propagation into the harbour. However, waves along the east side of the harbour are reduced.737

Therefore, the infrastructures along the east coastline are better protected. BW2, on the other738

hand, decreases the diffraction at peninsula A significantly. Consequently, much smaller waves739

are observed in the inner harbour. The combined use of the two breakwaters is seen to reduce740

both the wave height along the east side of the harbour as well as in the inner harbour.741

In the physical experiment, the scenario with no breakwater and the scenario with both742

breakwaters were tested. The significant wave heights at all nine wave gauges obtained in the743

numerical wave tank are then compared to the experiment for both scenarios in Fig. 32a and744

Fig. 32b:745
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Figure 32: Comparison of Hs at the wave gauges between the experimental measurements
and numerical simulations for (a) wave propagation in Mehamn harbour without breakwaters,
(b) with both breakwaters BW1 and BW2.

It is seen that Hs at all wave gauges as well as the general trend of wave height variation in746

the inner harbour agree well between the numerical simulations and the experiments for both747

scenarios. This proves that the coastline algorithm captures the complex wave transformation748

near and inside the harbour. A correct representation of the wave diffraction ensures an749

accurate calculation of the wave height at the gauges 5 to 9. A quantitative comparison of750

the simulated effects of the breakwaters is seen in Fig. 33.751
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Figure 33: Significant wave heights at all wave gauges inside the Mehamn harbour in simula-
tions with different breakwater configurations.

The visual observation in Fig. 31 is confirmed in Fig. 33. It is seen that the significant752

wave heights at all wave gauges inside the harbour are significantly reduced after waves pass753
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the two breakwaters BW1 and BW2 in Fig. 26a. Breakwater 2 has a much stronger effect754

than breakwater 1 on reducing wave height at nearly all wave gauges. However, the combined755

usage of the two breakwaters further reduces the wave height at wave gauges 6,7 and 9. In756

fact, most small leisure boats and fishing boats are docked in the marina near wave gauge 9.757

The combined usage of the breakwaters proves to be necessary in order to protect the small758

boats from large motions.759

The study of Mehamn harbour shows the model’s capability to represent complicated760

wave transformation over natural bathymetry. Strong diffraction near complex coastlines and761

breakwaters are well represented. The computational time is only twice that of real-time with762

affordable computational resources. The computational efficiency enables the model for large-763

scale engineering applications. The model is seen to be a suitable tool for harbour planning764

and analysis of coastal infrastructures and coastal protection. The coastline algorithm has765

shown to be a pragmatic methodology that helps to capture the correct large-scale statistical766

characteristics of the flow field with the presence of complex coastline geometries.767

4.2 Aquaculture site analysis at Flatøya768

As mentioned in section 3.2, it is challenging to represent de-shoaling processes in shallow769

water models, but REEF3D::NFPF was able to represent accurately the wave shoaling and770

de-shoaling in a 2D simulation of wave propagation over a submerged bar. In this section,771

the wave conditions at a planned fish farm site and its surrounding area are simulated. The772

fish farm site is located near the Flatøya island in Norway. In this scenario, waves from the773

offshore area propagate over a very shallow region filled with an archipelago before reaching774

the fish farm site, where the water depth suddenly increases significantly. The presence of775

the archipelago creates complicated wave diffraction and reflection in addition to the strong776

shoaling and de-shoaling phenomena. The terrain map of the area near the fish farm is777

shown in Fig. 34a where the fish farm site is shown as a red box. The offshore area has a778

characteristic water depth of 300 m, and a shallow water region of an average 20 m water779

depth lies in between the offshore region and the fish farm. The water depth around the fish780

farm is about 200 m. A close-up view of the fish farm is shown in Fig. 34b. The fish farm is781

located right behind the Flatøya island. Here, each cell represents a fish cage and each grid782

point represents a floating buoy, which is moored to the seabed. In the following simulation,783

the wave gauges are arranged at the locations of the 50 floating buoys in the fish farm.784
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Figure 34: Flayøya and the fish farm. (a) Topography around the fish farm (red box).
The simulation area is shown as the black box. The input wave comes from the north-west
boundary corresponding to 300 m water depth.(b) The fish farm arrangement (Hagen, 2015).
Every grid point is a floating buoy as well as a wave gauge in the numerical wave simulation.

The black box in Fig. 34a shows the chosen simulation domain. The longitudinal dimension785

is 14 km (north-west to south-east direction) and the transverse dimension is 7 km (south-786

west to north-east direction). Uni-directional irregular waves are generated from the offshore787

boundary with 300 m water depth from the north-west 45 degree direction. The input wave788

has a significant wave height of Hs=2.5 m and a peak period of Tp =15 s. A JONSWAP789

spectrum (DNV-GL, 2011) with a peak enhance factor 3.0 is used as the input power spectrum.790

The frequency range from half of the peak frequency to double that of the peak frequency791

[0.5ωp, 2ωp] is used in all following simulations. The numerical domain is arranged so that792

the wave direction is perpendicular to the wave generation boundary. The configuration793

of the numerical wave tank is shown in Fig. 35, the domain length is 14000 m in the x-794

direction and 7000 m. The red box is the wave generation zone. Numerical damping zones795

are arranged along the other three boundaries to eliminate the interference of wave reflections796

from the boundaries. The red and yellow circles show the locations of the wave gauges, which797

correspond to the grid points in Fig. 34b.798
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Figure 35: Numerical wave tank in the simulations of REEF3D::FNPF and SWAN for wave
propagation near Flatøya. The red boxes show the wave generation zone, while the yellow
boxes are the numerical damping zones. The red and yellow circles are the locations of the
wave gauges. The wave gauge numbers start from the north-most row from west to east. All
wave gauges are used to compare significant wave height distribution at the fish farm area.
The yellow circles are also used for the grid convergence of SWAN simulations and the analysis
of the differences between SWAN and REEF3D::FNPF.

First, a 2D numerical wave flume which is 14000 m long is used for the grid convergence799

study. 10 cells in the vertical direction with a stretching factor of 2.0 is used following the800

method described in section 2.2 based on the water depth in the offshore region. 12800 s801

simulation time is used and the surface elevation time histories between 2000 s and 12800 s802

at x = 7000 m are used to calculate the wave spectra. x = 7000 m is at the centre of the tank803

and before the waves reach the archipelago, where the wave quality must be ensured. The804

simulated spectra are compared with the theoretical one in Fig. 36. The spectrum obtained805

with both dx = 10 m and dx = 5 m agrees with the theoretical input wave spectrum at both806

the peak frequency and the low-frequency and high-frequency ends. The result from dx = 5807

m does not further improve the representation of the spectrum so that dx = 10 m is chosen808

for all the following stimulations. With the chosen grid arrangement, the resulting number809

of cells in the simulations is 9.8 million. Following the finding from section 4.1, a 2-cell coast810

zone width is used in the simulations.811
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Figure 36: Grid convergence study for the input wave into Flatøya in 2D.

As mentioned previously, phase-resolved models have the advantage in representing some812

of the strongly nonlinear wave transformation processes such as strong diffraction in compar-813

ison to spectral wave models. In this scenario, the archipelago creates a strong diffraction814

pattern, especially around Flaøya. In order to verify and demonstrate this advantage of the815

proposed phase-resolved wave model, the widely used third-generation spectral wave model816

SWAN (Booij et al., 1999) is used to simulate the same fish farm site.817

A grid convergence study of SWAN (Booij et al., 1999) is also performed. For a spectral818

wave model, the grid resolution requirement for the offshore area is not as strict as a phase-819

resolved model. However, sufficient resolution at the wave diffraction area is required. The820

Hs at the 10 yellow wave gauges in Fig. 35 are used for the grid convergence study. The821

Hs obtained when using different cell sizes are compared in Fig. 37. As can be seen, the Hs822

varies significantly with the refinement of the cell size until a further refinement is made from823

dx =20 m to dx =10 m, where near-identical results are obtained from both simulations at824

all ten wave gauges. Therefore, 20 m cell size is used for the comparison with the proposed825

phase-resolved model.826
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Figure 37: Grid convergence study for the input wave into Flatøya with SWAN at the south
most 10 wave gauges. Np is the wave gauge number.
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With the chosen grid resolutions, the surface elevation in the entire numerical wave tank827

at t = 12800s in the REEF3D::FNPF simulation alongside with the Hs distribution from the828

SWAN simulation are shown in Fig. 38.829

(a)

(b)

Figure 38: Wave field from the simulations of wave propagation from offshore to the fish farm
site near Flatøya. (a) distribution of Hs in the SWAN simulation, (b) surface elevation at
t =12800 s in the REEF3D::FNPF simulation. The simulation results are magnified by a
factor of 10 in the vertical direction for visualisation purpose. The red dots are the locations
of the wave gauges in both figures.

Both simulations show the wave shoaling process when the deepwater waves propagate830

to the shallow water region between x = 2000 m and x = 6000 m. After the shoaling and831

possible wave breaking, the waves start to diffract around the archipelago before reaching the832

fish farm site, where much smaller waves are seen in comparison to the input waves.833

Close-up views near the fish farm show a more clear pattern of strong wave diffraction834
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around Flatøya, as seen in Fig. 39. Waves diffract at both ends of the island and most regions835

behind the island are not sheltered from incoming waves but filled with the diffracted waves.836

The two diffracted waves from both ends of the island meet near the fish farm location. Both837

models show a qualitative confirmation of this wave diffraction pattern.838

(a)

(b)

Figure 39: Wave field in the vicinity of the fish farm near Flatøya. (a) distribution of Hs in
the SWAN simulation, (b) surface elevation at t =12800 s in the REEF3D::FNPF simulation.
The simulation results are magnified by a factor of 10 in the vertical direction for visualisation
purpose.

The spatial distribution of the Hs are compared at the fish farm site as seen in Fig. 40.839
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(a) (b)

Figure 40: Hs distribution at all 50 wave gauges covering the fish farm site. (a)SWAN, (b)
REEF3D::FNPF.

The spatial variation of the two models shows a similar pattern and confirms that the840

strongest wave diffraction comes from the lower end of the island. However, the comparison841

also show that significantly larger waves are calculated in REEF3D::FNPF in comparison to842

SWAN. Therefore, a quantitative comparison of the significant wave heights at all 50 wave843

gauges between the two models is shown in Fig. 41.844
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Figure 41: Comparison of Hs at all wave gauges between SWANN and REEF3D::FNPF in
the simulations of wave propagation in Flatøya.

It is seen that larger waves are calculated at all wave gauges from the phase-resolved model845

in comparison to the spectrum wave model. The differences of the simulated wave heights are846

summarised in Table. 1 for the 10 yellow wave gauges. The differences of Hs in percentage at847

all wave gauges are plotted in Fig. 42. The relative differences are calculated as the absolute848

differences divided by the corresponding values from REEF3D::FNPF. The wave heights from849

SWAN are underestimated by 20% to 50%.850

As a spectral wave model that solves energy action balance equations, SWAN does not give851

details on wave kinematics and dynamics and cannot resolve wave diffraction (Booij et al.,852
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1999; Ris et al., 1999). Instead, the phase-decoupled approach by Holthuijsen et al. (2003) is853

used to show the wave energy spatial distribution and changes in wave direction qualitatively.854

However, this approach does not properly handle diffraction in front of reflective obstacles855

such as in harbours (Thomas and Dwarakish, 2015; SWAN, 2016).856

There exists unfortunately no in-situ measurement at Flatøya for comparison. The chal-857

lenge in representing strong diffraction when using a phase-averaged model (Thomas and858

Dwarakish, 2015) is possibly the main reason behind the differences in the results. Though it859

is difficult to confirm the reasoning due to the lack of measurements, a cross-check of numerical860

models is recommended for coastal wave simulations with strong diffractions.861

Wave gauges Hs in SWAN (m) Hs in REEF3D::FNPF (m) Difference

Gauge 41 0.1810 0.2472 26.8%
Gauge 42 0.2002 0.2902 31.0%
Gauge 43 0.2315 0.3061 24.4%
Gauge 44 0.2210 0.3561 38.0%
Gauge 45 0.2163 0.3924 44.9%
Gauge 46 0.2112 0.2820 25.1%
Gauge 47 0.1912 0.2933 34.8%
Gauge 48 0.2574 0.3370 23.6%
Gauge 49 0.2413 0.3682 34.5%
Gauge 50 0.1867 0.3697 49.5%

Table 1: Differences in calculated Hs in the SWAN and REEF3D::FNPF simulation at the
last 10 wave gauges shown as yellow circles in Fig. 35.

Figure 42: Differences of Hs in percentage at all wave gauges between SWAN and
REEF3D::FNPF simulations at Flatøya.

5 Conclusions862

In the presented manuscript, the fully non-linear potential flow model REEF3D::FNPF is863

introduced as a model dedicated to coastal wave modelling in challenging hydrographic envi-864

ronments. The model applies high-order discretisation schemes for the free-surface boundary865
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condition, a second-order scheme for the Laplace solver and uses MPI for multi-core paral-866

lel computation. These implementations ensure highly accurate and computationally efficient867

numerical modelling of wave propagation. Flexible wave generation methods are implemented868

for versatile applications from experimental scale to full-scale simulations. A relaxation wave869

generation method is used for general wave generations, a double-hinge flap wavemaker is used870

to reproduce experimental-scale time series in section 3.3 and a Neumann boundary is used871

to reproduce the experimental configurations in the NWT in section 3.4. The σ-coordinate872

arrangement allows the vertical grid to follow the topographic variations and steep slopes at873

the seabed, enhancing the flexibility of wave modelling over varying bathymetry from deep874

water to shallow water. The breaking wave algorithm detects breaking waves and dissipates875

wave energy at various water depths using the chosen parameters according to best practices876

as documented in the literature. The coastline algorithms eliminate the swash zone instability877

due to infinitesimal water depth while minimising the influence of the flow field. The numer-878

ical model reproduces the wave propagation well in all tested validation cases. In section879

3.1, the model shows an accurate representation of the steep 5th-order Stokes wave surface880

elevation and flow information. The simulations of wave propagation over a submerged bar881

and the bi-chromatic wave propagation over a steep ramp (slope larger than 45◦) show good882

agreement between the numerical results and the experimental measurements, including the883

de-shoaling process and the amplitudes of the emerging bounded wave components. The wave884

breaking algorithm represents correct wave energy dissipation for a plunging wave breaker as885

shown in section 3.4. The simulation of wave shoaling over a semi-circular reef shows an886

accurate representation of different wave harmonics in a nonlinear 3D scenario.887

The novel coastline algorithm introduces a combination of three steps to ensure that888

the complicated coastlines and the associated wave transformation phenomena are well repre-889

sented while maintaining a simple and straightforward structured grid in the horizontal plane.890

The relaxation zones along the coastlines make the coastal reflection property customisable.891

In addition, the possible numerical instability in the free surface boundary condition at the892

very shallow water region is avoided. As a result, the model is able to include complicated to-893

pography with high flexibility without compromises on numerical stability and computational894

efficiency. The sensitivity of the coastal zone size is demonstrated and it is found that two895

cells are sufficient to eliminate numerical instability in the swash zone while maintaining the896

characteristics of the coastline geometry and thus minimising the influence on the flow field.897

The simulations of the wave propagation at Mehamn harbour are compared with experiments898

and confirm the large-scale performance of the model and its multi-core computational effi-899

ciency. The simulation of the wave propagation near Flatøya shows the model’s capability to900

handle both complex coastline and bathymetry at the same time. The phase-resolved nature901

of the model contributes to a possibly more accurate representation of the wave condition in902

comparison to a spectral wave model when strong diffraction is present. Though the details903

within the swash zone are not resolved, the wave energy is dissipated near the coastlines. This904

approach shows satisfactory results in representing wave propagation and transformations in905

the presented coastal scenarios. Though the algorithm does not resolve the physics of the906

dynamics near the coastlines, it is a useful technique to ensure the correct representation907

of the complex coastline geometries and to ensure stable simulations over large spatial and908

temporal scales in a potential flow theory-based NWT. The energy-based coastline algorithm909

might not be sufficient for specific studies on coastal dynamics, continuous future development910

of the coastline algorithm is suggested for improved and more detailed representation of the911
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near-shore processes with further validations.912

In conclusion, the proposed fully nonlinear potential flow model and the coastline algo-913

rithm provide a working framework for coastal wave modelling in complex coastal environ-914

ments, considering accuracy, flexibility and efficiency. The numerical model demonstrates its915

readiness for both experimental validation and large-scale engineering scenarios. In the future,916

the authors intend to keep updating this working framework with the newest developments917

regarding breaking algorithms, shoreline treatments and other numerical schemes to further918

increase its robustness and versatility.919
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Appendix1197

The gradient terms of the free-surface boundary conditions are discretized with the 5th-1198

order Hamilton-Jacobi version of the weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) scheme1199

(Jiang and Shu, 1996). The WENO stencil consists of three local essentially non-oscillatory1200

(ENO)-stencils based on the smoothness indicators IS (Jiang and Shu, 1996). A large IS1201

means a non-smooth solution in a local stencil. The scheme is designed such that the local1202

stencil with the highest smoothness (smallest IS) is assigned the largest weight ωi and therefore1203

contributes the most significantly. In this way, the scheme is able to handle large gradients1204

up to shock with good accuracy. The WENO approximation for Φ is a convex combination1205

of the three possible ENO approximations. For example, in the x-direction, the discretisation1206

is formulated as the following:1207

Φ±
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x . (32)

The three stencils are defined as:1208
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with1209
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∆x
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and1210
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The weights are written as1211
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with the regularisation parameter ẽ = 10−6 and the following smoothness indicators:1213
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